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Responding to the news that Department of Homeland Security Chief John Kelly is flagrantly refusing to enforce America’s existing immigration laws against illegal aliens who were granted unconstitutional Executive Amnesty under Obama, ALIPAC is calling for Kelly’s resignation or firing.

Yesterday, John Kelly stated in the Washington Times that his agency was granting amnesty to specific categories of illegal aliens covered by Obama and Trump’s DACA (Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals) Amnesty orders although Congress nor the American public have authorized any such protections and amnesty.

Trump promised to end Obama’s unlawful immigration orders on his first day in office. After 106 days of continuing the DACA program, Americans for Legal Immigration PAC was forced to withdraw the organization’s endorsement of Trump on May 2, 2017.

Read more here: https://www.alipac.us/f8/alipac-calls-resignation-dhs-chief-john-kelly-unlawful-amnesty-illegals-347690/

The American Resistance Party agrees that Gen. John Kelly needs to be fired.
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